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Cairo stopover tour at Cairo airport

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private every day 6-8 Hours Any time

Cairo layover tour at Cairo airport by private vehicle,Visit The Pyramids of Giza,The Sphinx & The
Museum of Egyptian Antiquities in Tahir.Book now Your tour to Giza Pyramids from Cairo airport.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up from Cairo Airport
Air-conditioned Private Vehicle
Cairo airport / Cairo / Cairo airport
)
Entrance fees to the above-
mentioned sites 
English-speaking guide ( French-
Dutch-German- Spanish- Italian
are available with extra
supplement)
01 Lunch at a local restaurant in
Cairo 
One bottle of Mineral water for
each person
All service charges & taxes 
Assist & transfer to Cairo airport .

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping( Guide+ Driver)

Itinerary:

Cairo layover tour at Cairo airport by private vehicle,Visit The Pyramids of Giza,The Sphinx &
The Museum of Egyptian Antiquities in Tahir.Book now Your tour to Giza Pyramids from Cairo
airport
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 Days Table

First Day :Cairo layover tour from Cairo airport

You will be picked up from Cairo Airport by our tour guide to enjoy
a great excursion on a Private day trip to Cairo from Cairo Airport.
Then drive to The Pyramids of Giza (Cheops, Chephren,
and Mykerinus. Then proceed to visit the Great Sphinx, which
dates back to the time of, and visit the Valley Temple.

Visit the Papyrus Institute:

See how the ancient Egyptians made the first Paper in History by
Using the Papyrus Plant, if you like to buy real papyrus Gifts this
will be the most suitable place

Lunch will be served during the Pyramids at the local restaurant in
Giza

Then visit the Egyptian Museum:

The Museum of Egyptian Antiquities in Tahir

It exhibits a rare collection of over 250,000 genuine artifacts that
date as far back as 5000 years, including an exclusive exhibit
dedicated to Tutankhamun. A collection of treasures, gold, and
jewelry that were buried in his tomb for over 3,500 years before
they were discovered in 1920 when his tomb was excavated.

 If you wish to visit the royal mummies. You need to ask the tour
guide to take the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization and
you pay for this. It will cost 50 $ extra

The New Grand Museum is not open yet.

we offer limited tours to test site readiness and the visitor
experience ahead of the official opening. Access is currently
limited to the Grand Hall, commercial area, and exterior gardens.
All other interior spaces, including access to the galleries and
collections, are restricted until the official opening.

At 19:30 Arrive at the Cairo Airport, If you need to be dropped off
at a hotel in Cairo, we also can arrange it.
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Price:

 95 Dollar PER Double ($ Discount 5% ) --  100 

 86 Euro PER Transfer ( € Discount 5% ) --  91  

 76 GBP PER Transfer (£ Discount 5%) --  91  

 Discount Code "loveegypt"

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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